The rate-distortion function for source coding with side information at the decoder (the \Wyner-Ziv problem") is given in terms of an auxiliary random variable, which forms a Markov chain with the source and the side information. This Markov chain structure, typical to the solution of multiterminal source coding problems, corresponds to a loss in coding rate with respect to the conditional rate-distortion function, i.e., to the case where the encoder is fully informed. We show that for di erence (or balanced) distortion measures, this loss is bounded by a universal constant, which is the minimax capacity of a suitable additive noise channel. Furthermore, in the worst case this loss is equal to the maximin redundancy over the rate distortion function of the additive noise \test" channel. For example, the loss in the Wyner-Ziv problem is less than 0:5 bit per sample in the squared-error distortion case, and it is less than 0:22 bits for a binary source with Hamming-distance. These results have implications also in universal quantization with side information, and in more general multiterminal source coding problems.
I. Introduction A sequence f(X i ; Y i )g 1 i=1 of independent replica of a pair of dependent random variables (X; Y ) 2 (X ; Y) is generated. We refer to X as the source and to Y as the side information. Suppose a source block X 1 : : :X n is to be encoded with an average error D under some di erence distortion measure d( ), i.e., the reconstruction b X 1 : : : b X n needs to satisfy
Both X and b X belong to the same alphabet space X, and the distortion measure is a function 
is the Hamming-distance (or error frequency) distortion measure. Note that a balanced distortion measure 1] e ectively falls in the latter category, since it becomes a di erence distortion measure after a proper re-indexing of the source alphabet. Throughout the paper we consider the continuous and the discrete cases interchangeably and provide an indication when necessary.
When the side information is not available, the minimal rate of encoding a block of source samples under the error constraint in (1) 
When the side information Y 1 : : :Y n is available to both the encoder and the decoder, the minimal 1 coding rate is reduced to the conditional rate-distortion function 1, Sec. 
In the Wyner-Ziv problem the side information Y 1 : : :Y n is available to the decoder but is not available to the encoder. In this case the minimal coding rate is given by 10], 9] R WZ XjY (D) = inf I(X; ZjY ) ; (6) where the in mum is taken over all random variables Z such that Y ? X ? Z form a Markov chain 
It is easy to construct cases for which the excess of the the right most term over the left most term in (7) is large; in fact, R X (D) ? R XjY (D) may be as large as log jXj, i.e., unbounded for continuous sources 1 . However, the redundancy of the middle term, R WZ XjY (D), over R XjY (D) is a more interesting quantity. It is zero for the discrete lossless case; Slepian and Wolf 8] X" in (6) , and get R WZ XjY (D) = R XjY (D) . So, what is the cost of this Markov chain constraint? Can the rate loss of the uninformed encoder be arbitrarily large?
Our main observation in this paper is that it cannot; the rate loss in the Wyner Ziv problem is bounded from above by a universal constant which depends only on the alphabet spaces of the source and the side information, and on the distortion measure. This universal bound is the minimax capacity of a suitable additive noise channel. We also lower bound the maximum possible rate loss in the Wyner Ziv problem, de ned as
where the supremum is taken over all possible joint distributions on (X ; Y) satisfying EX 
Proof: Let U and N be random variables in X such that N is independent of (U; X; Y ). We have I(X; X + NjY ) ? I(X; UjY ) = I(X; X + NjU; Y ) ? I(X; UjX + N; Y )
I(X; X + NjU; Y )
= I(X ? U; X ? U + NjU; Y )
I(X ? U; U; Y ; X ? U + N) (14) = I(X ? U; X ? U + N) + I(U; Y ; X ? U + NjX ? U) (15) = I(X ? U; X ? U + N) ;
(16) 4 where (11) follows by using twice the chain rule for I(X; U; X + NjY ); (12) follows from the non negativity of the mutual information; (13) follows since given U, the variables X ? U and X contain the same information; (14) and (15) In this section we introduce the additive (noise) rate distortion function, which provides bounds and explicit expressions for the Wyner-Ziv rate distortion function (6) . We show that the redundancy of the additive rate distortion function explains the mechanism of rate loss in the Wyner-Ziv problem.
Beyond its role in this paper, this new quantity proves to be useful in other problems; see 7] .
denote the minimum possible average error in estimating X from Y , under the predetermined distortion measure d( ). For example, for the squared error distortion measure (r = 2 in (2)), 
The second equality in (25) follows by the chain rule for mutual information, since I(X; S) = 0.
f X (D) may be viewed as the minimal rate that can be achieved by a \test" channel composed of an additive noise channel followed by an optimal estimator, when the mutual information is measured over the additive noise channel; see Figure 1 . Let C f denote the set of all such test channels. R add X (D) is thus the minimal rate achieved by a convex combination of channels in C f .
Since the set C f is in general not convex, R add X (D) is sometimes strictly less than f X (D). 
Other examples for equality in (28) are given in Subsection C below.
B. Equivalence of the Worst Case Rate Losses
In this subsection we show that in the worst case, the rate loss in the Wyner-Ziv problem is essentially the same as the redundancy of the additive rate distortion function above the regular rate distortion function. We are now in a position to state our main result in this section:
Theorem 2
where L WZ XjX Y (D) is the maximum loss when the side information space is the Cartesian product X Y.
The proof relays on Theorem 3 below, and is given in the forth part of this section. We have a simple corollary from Theorem 2. Let Z denote a countably in nite set, and let C denote an uncountable set, e.g., R k for some k. We were not able to get better estimates of L WZ (MSE). We tend to believe, however, that the lower bound above, achieved by the composite Gaussian source example in Section IV below, is actually tight.
C. Relations for symmetric side information
We now develop some relations among the conditional-, the Wyner-Ziv-, and the additive rate 
i.e., both the WZ-and the additive rate distortion functions of X given Y converge to R add V jW (D).
The rst corollary follows by noting that for a uniform discrete source the output of the side information channel (given by the modulo-M sum of the source and the additive noise) is conditionally independent of the noise V given W, so I(V ; X ? V jW) = 0. As shown in Appendix I, the same thing happens for the continuous source case asymptotically, as the signal to noise ratio at the side information channel goes to in nity, i.e., I(V ; Z ? V jW) ! 0 as ! 1.
In parallel with these two corollaries, we have for the (regular) conditional rate distortion I(V ; X ? V jW), which is a conditional version of (36). Note that in the continuous case, the unconditional rate distortion function of X = Z diverges to in nity as ! 1; yet, as (40) and (41) show, the conditional-, the conditional-additive-and the WZ-rate distortion functions of X given Y converge to nite quantities. The construction of (X; Y ) is done as follows. In the discrete case we let X be independent of (V; W) and uniform over X, and we let Y = (X ? V; W). 
In the continuous case we let X be Gaussian with variance 2 x and independent of (V; W), and we let Y = (X ?V; W). From Corollary 3 and (41) we then know that for any > 0, we can pick Thus, (42) can be approached as closely as desired, and the theorem is proved. 2 Remark: By symmetry, we could have used a dual construction, in which the source is obtained by passing the side information through an additive noise channel, i.e., Y = (U; W), where U is independent of (V; W) and is uniformly distributed over X (or is a large Gaussian in the continuous case), and X = U + V . This formulation explains better the idea behind the construction in the proof of Theorem 2, which we call \spreading"; we obtain the source by randomizing the variable V using a \highly random" variable U, while providing U as side information to the decoder.
IV. Two Examples
Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 above indicate that in the worst case, the optimal strategy of the uninformed encoder is to adopt the structure of an additive noise test channel (or convex combination of such channels). In light of this observation, we nd two principal mechanisms of rate losses in coding with an uninformed encoder. The rst is associated with the sub optimality of the additive noise test channel for any value of the side information. We can study the e ect of this mechanism by considering the redundancy of R add X (D) above R X (D).
The second is associated with the Markov chain constraint in (6) , which means that the same channel is applied to di erent modes of a composite source (i.e., for di erent values of the side information). This is in contrast with the structure of the optimal solution, i.e., the channel that realizes the conditional rate-distortion function, which combines the optimal solutions of the di erent modes at points of equal slope of their R-D curves 1, Sec. 6.1]. The loss due to this mechanism may be studied by considering the redundancy of R add XjY (D) above R XjY (D) for a composite source, where Y indicates the source mode. We provide below two examples which illustrate the two rate loss mechanisms discussed above. 
V. On Universal Quantization with Side Information
There is a striking similarity between the minimax capacity bound C in (10) on the rate loss of the uninformed encoder, and the bound due to Ziv 14] on the redundancy of entropy coded dithered quantization (\universal quantization"); see also 11]. This resemblance is actually not so surprising, since both problems are associated with the rate redundancy of the additive noise test channel over the optimal test channel.
In this section we further develop the lines of similarity between universal quantization and the Wyner-Ziv problem. We consider coding with side information in the case where the joint statistics of the source and the side information are unknown a priori. We limit the discussion to continuous sources with a (known) bounded support, nite side information space, and the MSE criterion. then the decoder (that has access to Y and Z) will be able to decode Q n with an arbitrarily small error. Finally, the decoder subtracts the dither from Q n . We therefore have with high probability b X = Q n (X + Z) ? Z :
Consider rst the resulting distortion. 
where N is independent of X and Y , and is distributed as ?Z. Theorem 3 in 12] , which asserts the asymptotic Gaussianity of lattice quantization noise, implies that by taking the optimal lattice quantizer at each dimension and increasing n, the right member of (48), normalized by 1=n, approaches the right member of (44). This proves our claim.
One may argue that the decoder, who has access to the side information, may do better than the Yet, we can achieve part of this enhanced performance if we assume some a priori knowledge about the joint statistics of the source and the side information. In 13], Zamir and Feder showed how to incorporate pre/post-lters to reduce the rate of the universal quantizer if the second order statistics of the source are known in advance. Here we use the same idea, assuming the covariance matrix of (X; Y ), i.e., 
VI. Summary and Possible Extensions
We considered the rate loss, with respect to the conditional rate distortion function, in coding with side information at the decoder under di erence distortion measures. We rst bounded the rate loss by the minimax capacity C X (D), which is easy to compute (as shown in several examples) but is not tight. We then showed that if the side information space is not restricted, the maximum possible rate loss in the Wyner-Ziv problem L WZ is equal to the maximin redundancy of additive noise test channel. The latter quantity is unfortunately hard to compute, yet it allows to construct simple lower bounds on L WZ , e.g., for the MSE case 0:108 L WZ 0:5 bits.
These notions apply also to more general multiuser lossy source coding problems. Consider, for example, the case where both X and Y must be encoded with distortions D x and D y , under di erence distortion measures d x ( ) and d y ( ). It is interesting to asses the total rate loss due to separating the encoders with respect to jointly encoding X and Y . The problem of determining the region R = f(R 1 ; R 2 )g of admissible rate pairs for separate encoding has not been solved yet.
Nevertheless, we can apply the same technique used in proving the capacity bound in ( To summarize the main theme of the paper, coding with an uniformed encoder is usually much more complex than regular conditional coding; yet, we showed that at least the cost in coding rate is not so severe. 
where the rst equality follows by subtracting the condition from X (operation which does not change the mutual information), and the second one follows by the chain rule. In view of (58) and 
